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Presidents Report April 2018
Hi Troops
The Annual Show is in hand and things have started moving to get it up and on the go. Sean has other
commitments and is having a break away from the show this year. I know both Karen and Sue who have
stepped into the breach will start the ball rolling by sending out Pre-Show letters and Table Reservation forms
this month, and I’m confident they will have an outcome up to the high standard displayed by Sean.
I am putting a plea to Members to consider displaying their collections at our Annual Show, as the
majority of tables now being booked are strongly Firearm or Militaria oriented. Although this is great, we need
to keep in mind we are a Family Collecting Club and the calibre of displays should be Family Oriented to attract
Families with broad interests. We have now been at this venue four times and this year we know we can fit in
more tables SO there is plenty of space for more displays. Please consider this in your plans for this year.
There was a Collectors Shoot on March 18th with the same dedicated group really enjoying it. We slipped in
a bit of training for our new group of trained Range Officers and this seemed to work fine. Matt has put
together a list of Safety Rules and Guidelines which all shooters will be made aware of. The next Shoot will be
on April 15th and then the May Shoot will be the Ted Harvey Black Powder Shoot, so start purchasing the black
powder and wads ready, again we hope there will be cannons in attendance to liven things up. To make this a
different shoot we will again do an afternoon, twilight and night shoot and this should be quite spectacular
with the black powder flashes. Great photo
event. We also may have a BBQ to feed
members who attend, but I will need names to
know how many to cater for.
On Saturday April 14th there will be a working
bee to move all show equipment from storage
at Phil Browns and move it all into our new
container situated at the Major League Sports
Complex. If you can help with this, it would be
great for a 2pm start at Phil’s Golden Square
property where the old Container is located.
I have become aware of several
members who are not well health wise, please
remember our thoughts are with you and if any
of you need help with anything, please let
Leighton or I know, and we will see if we can
help in any way.
Leave you and love you in collecting
Gee Pee (Greg Penna)
It didn’t take long for someone to pick up on
Donald Trumps reference to arming Teachers!
I notice the Librarian’s has a silencer, with the
other ‘weapons’ being applicable to the
different areas in the Curriculum! Quite clever
but not to be taken too seriously! Editor

22 Guns that Won the West! Pt. 5 (Final instalment)
16 / 1875 Remington Revolver
When E. Remington & Sons, of Ilion, New York, introduced its “New Model 1875” or “No. 3 Revolver,” a Colt
Peacemaker lookalike, the firm had high hopes of competing with the ’73 Colt’s instant popularity, and while sales
were initially brisk, the revolver never achieved the desired success or official acceptance by the U.S. government.
Chambered in .44 Remington Centrefire, .44 Winchester Central Fire (.44-40) and .45 Colt, only around 25,000 of the
model were ever produced from 1875 through 1889. It did gain some popularity out West with the Republic of
Mexico ordering 1,000 revolvers during the 1880s, and in 1883 the U.S. Interior Department purchasing 639 nickelplated 7 1/2-inch ’75 Remingtons for issuance to various Indian Police agencies on frontier reservations. Gunman
Frank Loving carried one, but perhaps the 1875 Remington’s most notable proponent was Missouri outlaw Frank
James.

17 / 1876 Winchester Rifle
A giant of a rifle, this enlarged version of the ’73 model, the 1876 Winchester was originally dubbed the Centennial
Model, with nearly 64,000 produced between 1876 and 1897. Designed as a big-game hunting rifle, it was
chambered for more powerful black powder loads than the medium-powered ’73 model, including the .40-60, .4560, .45-75 and .50-95. The massive ’76 was a favourite with Theodore Roosevelt, and he used it extensively during
his Dakota Territory ranching days. The 1876 Winchester is one of the few lever-action rifles to actually see use on
the buffalo ranges by the hide hunters. Its unique full-stocked carbine (in .45-75 caliber) was issued to Canada’s
North West Mounted Police and used by them into the early 20th century. The “Centennial Model” 1876 Winchester
supplanted the weaker 1873 Winchester as a big-game rifle and was Theodore Roosevelt’s favourite hunting rifle
during his tenure as a Dakota Territory rancher.

– Firearm-Rock Island Auctions/Photo-Courtesy Library of Congress –
18 / 1877 Colt Double-Action Revolver
Although Colt’s first attempt at producing a double-action revolver was less than stellar due to a complex and
inefficient lockworks that was easily broken and difficult to replace, the 1877 model was light and handy and gained
a fair amount of popularity on the frontier. Nearly 167,000 were made between 1877 and 1909. In new condition the
’77 was an efficient arm but, if the six-gun was put too much work, the inherent weaknesses in its design became all
too obvious. Initially called the “New Double Action, Self Cocking, Central Fire, Six Shot Revolver” by the factory, Colt
distributor B. Kittredge of Cincinnati coined the more colourful nicknames of Lightning for the .38 Colt caliber and
Thunderer for the .41 Colt chambering (a couple hundred were also made in .32 caliber). Notable ’77 packers
included Pat Garrett, Billy the Kid, John Wesley Hardin, Cole Younger and lady bandits Belle Starr and Pearl Hart.

19 / 1886 Winchester Rifle
A vast improvement over the 1876 model, the ’86, with its vertical locking bolts and streamlined frame, was
distinctively different from previous Winchesters, and was the first repeater from inventive firearms genius John M.
Browning to be adopted by Winchester. It was also that company’s first lever gun to be chambered for the powerful
.45-70 Government cartridge, along with other black powder big-game chamberings, such as .45-90 and .50-110
Express. As such it was one of the big-bore repeaters that helped spell doom for single-shot rifles. Another of Teddy
Roosevelt’s favourites, it was also a crucial part of Arizona’s Commodore Perry Owens’ arsenal as well as army scout
Al Seiber’s. A number of ’86s were used by the “invaders” brought in by the cattlemen in Wyoming’s 1892 Johnson
County War. Produced from 1886 through 1935, around 120,000 were turned out by 1900.

20 / 1887 Winchester Shotgun
This early repeating shotgun, first introduced in the West in the spring of 1888, was not the first repeating
scattergun manufactured but is considered the first successful one. The brainchild of John Browning, the ’87 leveraction was available in 10 and 12 gauges. The six-shot ’87 quickly became a success with just fewer than 64,000
turned out before 1899.
A favourite of Arizona Sheriff John Slaughter, this smoothbore was also used on Feb. 15, 1900, by lawman Jeff
Milton, who used his 10-gauge 1887 Winchester shotgun to kill Three Fingered Jack Dunlop during an attempted
holdup of the Southern Pacific Railway in Arizona Territory. The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad also issued a number
of ’87s to its messengers. Famed gun inventor and innovator John M. Browning designed the first widely used
repeating shotgun, the 1887 Winchester. The smooth-bore held six rounds, one in the chamber, and five rounds in
an under-barrel magazine, a very popular feature with Western lawmen, including John Slaughter.

– Photo-True West Archives/Firearm-Courtesy Rock Island Auction Company –

21 / 1892 Colt New Army & Navy Revolver
One of the early swing-out cylinder, double-action revolvers, the 1892 Colt’s cylinder revolved counter clockwise
(unlike the company’s earlier single-action six-guns). Although it wasn’t introduced until 1892, with a total
production of around 291,000 guns, about 115,000 of them were turned out before the end of 1898 in a series of
models with minor internal improvements and dubbed the 1892, 1894, 1895 and 1896 models, and later the Model
1901 and Model 1903. Besides their use by the U.S. Army and Navy, including Teddy Roosevelt and many of his
Rough Riders in the Spanish-American War of 1898, several were purchased by Wells Fargo & Co. and the gun was
packed by conman extraordinaire Jefferson “Soapy” Smith during his Skagway, Alaska, days.

22 / 1895 Winchester Rifle
Another unique firearm from the inventive genius of John Browning, the 1895 Winchester was the first successful
box-magazine lever-action rifle manufactured. Made to handle the then-new smokeless powder ammunition
capable of taking big-game worldwide, with chamberings such as the .30-40 Krag, .30-06, .303 British, .40-72, .405
Winchester and the 7.62mm Russian calibres, its box magazine, located beneath the frame, held five rounds. The ’95
model became standard issue with the Arizona Rangers, and was also popular with the Texas Rangers of the era. A
few were put to use by some of Theodore Roosevelt’s Rough Riders in Cuba during the Spanish-American War. With
nearly 426,000 Model ’95s made between 1896 and 1931, the gun quickly became so popular that almost 20,000
were produced before Jan. 1, 1899.

Well, that’s the end of the article ’22 Guns that Won the West!’ – What do you think? Did they get it
right?

Golden City Collectors Assoc. Inc. of Bendigo
April Committee Meeting held at the home of Les & Kay Lewis on 5/4/18
Present: Greg Penna, Leighton Rawlings, Chris Jolme, Les Lewis, Richard Penna, Mark Reed, David Bruce, Richard
Arman, Phil Brown, Phil Smith and Sue Rawlings.
Apologies: Vic Lane, Matt Carra & Sean Patten.
L Lewis Moved that the apologies are accepted. 2nd P Brown. Carried.
Minutes of the Previous Meeting: The minutes of the last Committee Meeting on 1 March were read
M Reed moved that the minutes are accepted as a true record of that meeting. 2nd. C Jolme. Carried.
Business Arising:
1. 12-volt batteries need to be purchased for the red flashing lights purchased for Twilight Shoots.
2. SSAA Booklet – email received asking for GCCA content for a page. SR to follow up.
3. Greg Penna has arranged for new locks and keys to our storage container at Bendigo Multisports
4. 2018 Show flyers – send a flyer out with each Parthian Shot in May
5. Bus Trip to Phillip Island to the Vietnam Veterans Museum is being planned for May 26 & 27. The new Coral
Balmoral Display will be up and running. L Lewis to follow up possible visit to the Lighthorse Museum in Nar
Nar Goon on the way to or from Phillip Island. Bus subsidised by the Club. Overnight accommodation at
members cost.
6. Working Bee will be held on Saturday 14th April at 2pm to relocate all Show related items to the Container at
the Show Venue in Waterson Court, Golden Square. Trestles to be stamped GCCA during this process & the
ramp welded to the entrance to the Container.
Correspondence In:
1. Newsletter – A & Collectors of N.S.W. – March 2018
2. R.T.S. Parthian Shot newsletter unable to be delivered to Kevin Minette
3. Bendigo Bank Statement No 359
4. Australian Arms Auctions Catalogue No. 50 – 29th April 2018
5. Pre-show letter and booking form for Committee approval
6. Letter from Castlemaine & Kyneton Rifle Club re Sept 2018 Historic Shoot requesting $200 sponsorship from
GCCA as per last year
Correspondence Out:
1. Parthian Shot via email and Australia Post
Moved by L Rawlings that ‘Correspondence In’ is accepted & ‘Correspondence Out’ endorsed. 2nd D Bruce. Carried.
Treasurer’s Report:
Treasurer Richard Penna delivered his report which will be read out to members at the April General Meeting.
Moved C Jolme, 2nd. P Smith. Carried.
Membership Report: 4 new members from the previous month have been processed, but no new membership
requests were received
General Business:
1. SSAA Shooters Magazine – our Annual Show is still not listed in the Gun & Knife Shows for 2018
2. A pre-show letter and booking reservation form prepared by Karen Carr & Sue Rawlings was tabled and
approved. This will be sent out during the month of April by email and Australia Post.
3. Chris Jolme tabled a letter from the Castlemaine & Kyneton Rifle Club requesting sponsorship from the GCCA
as per last year for their Military and Classic Shoot & Historic Display including Jeff Pannan’s historic machine
guns. L Rawlings moved we sponsor the event again this year to the tune of $200. 2nd. L Lewis. CARRIED.
4. Phil Brown reported on the Rheola Easter Festival that he and Andrew attended, saying is was great day with
demonstrations and displays well worth visiting.
Meeting Closed: 8.50pm
May Committee Meeting to be held at the shed of member Rod Young on Thursday 3rd May 2018.

15 April
3 May
8 May
20 May

Calendar of Events

A Scheduled Collectors Shoot at the Shelbourne Quarry Range.
May Committee Meeting will be held at the shed of member Rod Young for the Committee to
enjoy checking out his collection!
May General Meeting. – Quarry Hill Community Hall, Hamlet Street at 7.30pm. Theme:
Edged Weapons
Ted Harvey Black Powder Twilight Collectors Shoot at the Shelbourne Quarry Range. Details
re starting time etc. will be in the May newsletter.

A Golf Story
It is important for men to remember that, as women grow older, it becomes harder for them to maintain
the same quality of housekeeping as when they were younger. When you notice this, try not to yell at
them. My name is Ron. Let me relate how I handled the situation with my wife, Carol.
When I retired a few years ago, it became necessary for Carol to get a full-time job, along with her parttime job, both for extra income and for the health benefits that we needed.
Shortly after she started working, I noticed she was beginning to show her age. I usually get home from the
golf club about the same time she gets home from work. Although she knows how hungry I am, she almost
always says she must rest for half an hour or so before she starts dinner. I don't yell at her. Instead, I tell
her to take her time and just wake me when she gets dinner on the table.
I generally have lunch each day in the Men's Grill at the Golf Club, so eating out is not an option in the
evening. I'm ready for some home-cooked grub when I hit that door. She used to do the dishes as soon as
we finished eating. But now, it's not unusual for them to sit on the table for several hours after dinner. I do
what I can by diplomatically reminding her several times each evening that they won't clean themselves. I
know she really appreciates this, as it does seem to motivate her to get them done, before she goes to
bed.
Another symptom of aging is complaining, I think. For example, she will say that it is difficult for her to find
time to pay the monthly bills during her lunch hour. But, boys, we take 'em for better or worse, so I just
smile and offer encouragement. I tell her to stretch it out over two, or even three days. That way, she
won't have to rush so much. I also remind her that missing lunch completely now and then wouldn't hurt
her any (if you know what I mean). I like to think tact is one of my strong points.
When doing simple jobs, she seems to think she needs more rest periods. She had to take a break, when
she was only half-finished mowing the front lawn. I try not to make a scene. I'm a fair man... I tell her to fix
herself a nice, big, cold glass of freshly squeezed lemonade and just sit for a while. And, as long as she is
making one for herself, she may as well make one for me, too.
I know that I probably look like a saint in the way I support Carol. I'm not saying that showing this much
patience & consideration is easy. Many men will find it difficult. Some will find it impossible! Nobody
knows better than I do how frustrating women get as they get older. However, guys, even if you just use a
little more tact and less criticism of your aging wife because of this article, I will consider that writing it was
well worthwhile. After all, we are put on this earth to help each other.
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Ron died suddenly on January 31 of a perforated rectum.
The police report says he was found with a Calloway extra-long 50-inch Big Bertha Driver II golf club
jammed up his rear end, with barely 5 inches of grip showing, and a sledge hammer lying nearby.
His wife Carol Anne was arrested and charged with murder... The all-woman jury took only 10 minutes to
find her ‘Not Guilty’, accepting her defence that Ron, somehow without looking, accidentally sat down on
his golf club.
A hole in one, so to speak!!

Death-Defying Riders of the Pony Express: Sifting through the myths to uncover the gritty truths about
Pony Express riders.
SEPTEMBER 22, 2017 by MEGHAN SAAR
The idea that Pony Express riders
wore buckskins can be traced to
the popularity of Frederic
Remington’s 1901 oil, The Coming
and Going of the Pony Express.
But the master cowboy artist
made a major mistake.
—
Courtesy Gilcrease Museum,
Tulsa, Oklahoma —
When America’s first Pony
Express rider set off on April 3,
1860, from St. Joseph, Missouri,
launching a coast-to-coast
transfer of news and messages
that would take 10 days instead of months to arrive, pioneers hailed the news with joy.
Yet what seemed so monumental in 1860 was already old news in 1861. The telegraph promised instant
communication. Instead of riders racing back and forth with your news, a series of electric current pulses
would transmit messages over wires.
But first those wires needed to be strung across the nation. And thus, the Pony Express rider remained a
vision of death-defying courage crossing the prairies and deserts when one steamboat pilot struck out on
his stagecoach journey, abandoning his Mississippi River life to travel across the Great Plains and the Rocky
Mountains. On his way to his destination in Nevada Territory, this adventurer came face to face with
destiny.
The Pony Express ended up lasting only from April 3,
1860, to October 24, 1861, because telegraph lines got
strung up across the nation, allowing for quicker transmit
of messages. For such a short-lived endeavour, the Pony
Express sure withstood the tests of time.
— George M. Ottinger’s 1867 wood engraving courtesy
Library of Congress —
“In early August 1861, near what is now Mud Springs in
remote western Nebraska, Twain saw an Express rider,”
so said Christopher Corbett, author of Orphans Preferred, at this summer’s Western Writers of America
convention in Kansas City, Missouri.
Corbett continued to set the scene: “The stagecoach driver had been promising him that he would see one,
and Twain had taken to riding on top of the coach to take in the view, wearing only his long underwear.
The entire encounter took less than two minutes.
“Writing entirely from memory (with his brother’s diary to stimulate him) in Hartford, Connecticut, 10
years later, Twain wrung an entire chapter of Roughing It from that moment. He thus initiated what many
a chronicler would continue after him: he preserved the memory of the Pony, with perhaps a little
embellishment.”

Of course, when the budding journalist was traveling on that stagecoach to Nevada Territory, he wasn’t yet
known by his nom de plume. He was still Samuel Clemens. But by the time Roughing It got published in
1872, the world knew him as Mark Twain.
Walter Martin Baumhofer painted a grandiose and iconic portrayal of a
Pony Express rider, complete with a classic wagon train in the background
and plenty of sky above.
— Courtesy Heritage Auctions, March 1-2, 2012 —
No Stetson, No Pistol, No Buckskins?
In his humorous American travelogue Roughing It, a favourite book of many
to this day, Twain gave one of the most noteworthy descriptions of Pony
Express riders, clothed differently than how they are popularly pictured.
“The rider’s dress was thin and fitted close; he wore a ‘round-about,’ and a
skull-cap, and tucked his pantaloons into his boot-tops like a race-rider.
“He carried no arms—he carried nothing that was not absolutely necessary, for even the postage on his
literary freight was worth five dollars a letter….
“His horse was stripped of all unnecessary weight, too. He wore a little wafer
of a racing-saddle, and no visible blanket.
Pony Express riders carried messages in four pockets (cantinas) as shown in
the reproduction mochila. Openings cut into the leather allowed riders to fit
the mochila over the saddle horn and cantle.
— Reproduction mochila Courtesy Smithsonian National Postal Museum —
“He wore light shoes, or none at all. The little flat mail-pockets strapped under the rider’s thighs would
each hold about the bulk of a child’s primer.”
Isn’t that kind of shocking? An actual Pony Express rider did not wear a big ’ol cowboy hat—he wore a skull
cap! He did not wear a fringe coat, nor did he carry a pistol! And his saddle didn’t have bulging mail packets
on the side!
What seems odd at first, only because of numerous artistic representations that contradict the description,
actually makes sense when one remembers: the lighter the ride, the faster the speed.
One of the partners behind the Pony Express, Alexander Majors, explained the saddle’s slim pockets, in his
1893 autobiography, Seventy Years on the Frontier.
The business letters and press dispatches were printed on
tissue paper, which allowed for a light weight required for
transporting the mail quickly via horses (usually a
thoroughbred on the Eastern route and a mustang for the
rugged Western terrain). The weight was fixed at 10
pounds or under; each half of an ounce cost $5 in gold to
transport.
An inaccurate graphic of a Pony rider carrying his mail in a backpack… --True West Archives--

A rider’s desire to keep the weight as light as possible also explained why Twain’s rider didn’t carry a gun.
“Along a well-travelled part of the trail (as where Twain encountered him), a rider wouldn’t have to think
about carrying a gun,” says Paul Fees, the retired curator from the Buffalo Bill Museum at the Buffalo Bill
Centre of the West in Cody, Wyoming.
“At night, or through more dangerous territory, I suspect he would arm himself. The revolver of choice,
apparently, was the Colt Model 1849 percussion pocket revolver in .31 caliber.”
Now we know why the 80 chosen to be riders were called the “pick of the frontier.” To put your life on the
line so you could faithfully meet the 10-day schedule required grit and gumption. Yet Pony riders must
have felt the gamble was worth the gig; their $50 a month salary was good pay in the days when a skilled
blacksmith made $33.
Okay, so we’re making the mochila lighter and,
for the most part, tossing any firearms, but
what about the attire? Would a Pony Express
rider really go without his cowboy hat, his boots
and his buckskins?
The skulls littering the landscape remind
viewers of the hostile country toward San
Francisco, California, faced by this rider—he’s
hoping he’ll outride those American Indians
racing after him!
— True West Archives —
Dressing for Success
Hold your horses! Your notion of what that Pony Express rider looked like during his short-lived, yet
impressive career may still be somewhat accurate. Although one aspect does not appear to be true to
history at all.
“Boots were the main footwear, although it wouldn’t be out of line for some riders to wear leather
moccasins if they had them as normal footwear,” says Elanna “Quackgrass Sally” Skorupa, who has ridden
the Pony Express trails for more than 25 years and is the only member of the National Pony Express
Association to belong to all eight state divisions (she even carried the Olympic torch for the Pony
Express!).
The clothing changed with the seasons and was as varied as the riders themselves, Skorupa says, adding,
“Hats of all shapes and styles would have been worn…. Wool, calico and cotton shirts, wool britches and
homespun sackcloth would have been the norm. I have heard mention of some gloves and even perhaps
some gauntlets, but these were very young men, so their personal items would have been few.”
Twain’s rider just had a penchant for a skull cap over a cowboy hat and light shoes over boots. And instead
of a buckskin fringe coat, he wore a…round-about? That’s not such a familiar term.

Billy Johnson, who performed the Pony Express history for
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show, stands next to a mochila
incorrectly stamped “U.S. Mail.”
— Johnson photo courtesy Heritage Auctions, December
11-12, 2012 —
Turns out, a round-about is a fitting choice for someone
looking to literally lighten the load on his shoulders. It is a
short, close-fitting jacket. Readers may be familiar with the
ornate version of this jacket, worn by U.S. Dragoons of the
Antebellum era, military historian John Langellier says.
Picturing Twain’s Pony rider in a short jacket, tucked-in
pants, light shoes, skull cap and minus a pistol may make
logical sense. (And he possibly wore boots. Twain was
contradictory on this point. Perhaps his rider changed
footwear for the terrain?) Each rider’s style adjusted with
the seasons and topography, and beyond that, he wore
what felt comfortable and light for the task at hand.
Yet getting Twain’s rider to gallop in the Pony Express
movie in our minds may prove difficult. After all, the
popular idea of how a Pony Express rider should look is
best portrayed in Frederic Remington’s The Coming and Going of the Pony Express. His Pony Express rider
is superbly clad in a buckskin suit, with his cowboy hat flared up to the sky and his trusty pistol strapped to
his waist.
But the master cowboy artist got this attire wrong.
The romance of the American West’s
Pony Express has reached as far as
Russia, as demonstrated by Valeriy
Kagounkin’s painting of a rider.
— Courtesy C.M. Russell Museum
Benefit Auction, March 18-19, 2016 —

Romancing the Pony
“I have seen several artists clothe these
riders in buckskins,” Skorupa says, “and
usually the Pony Express rider is
portrayed older than the young age of
the true riders.” Then she twists the knife in: “I have never found any evidence of the riders wearing
buckskins.”
Oh, say it’s not so. Yes, the artist was a New Yorker, but his bloodlines link him to the esteemed American
Indian portrait artist George Catlin, to the founder of Remington Arms Eliphalet Remington, to Mountain
Man Jedediah Smith and even to our country’s first president, George Washington. He’s not the caliber to
swap the real for the mythic!

When actually, that’s somewhat Remington’s appeal as an artist. When he tried out sheep ranching in
Kansas in 1883, he found the work boring and rough. He was more of a pseudo-cowboy. He had real-life
adventures that gave him an honest connection to the frontier world he was depicting, but you could
never call him a bona fide frontiersman. His style was more hearty and breezy than scrupulous, and if he
wanted his Pony Express rider to wear a buckskin suit, then truth be damned.
These riders exchange their mail in Percy Van Eman
Ivory’s The Spirit of the Pony Express oil, allowing for
messages to reach the coast in 10 days. Before then, news
was dreadfully slow. By the time people back East heard
about the 1848 gold strike in California, six months had
passed, and some boomtowns had gone bust!
— Courtesy Heritage Auctions, October 15-16, 2010 —
Even so, Remington paid proper homage to the Pony
Express rider’s history. In the dead of winter, blinding snow
all around him, his rider gallops off, having just changed his
horse at one of the relay stations that made the endeavour
such a success (the stops gave both horses and riders time
to rest without gaps in the service of delivering the mail). All
the inappropriate weight the artist threw onto his rider
clothing-wise, he more than made up for in the overall tone
that these riders were boys and young men to admire, who
set forth in any kind of weather, in unforeseen worlds of
danger, to do a job well done.
Perhaps Remington and all the others who clothed these daring riders in buckskins were paying too much
attention to “Buffalo Bill” Cody’s portrayal of them.
“For three decades a representation of the Pony Express was a spectacle at every performance of Buffalo
Bill’s Wild West,” Buffalo Bill biographer Don Russell wrote. “No other act was more consistently on its
program. It was easy to stage, and it had the interest of a race, as well as re-creating a romantic episode.”
Russell pointed out that “almost nothing was written about [the Pony Express] for half a century after its
brief existence” and later added, “It is highly
unlikely that the Pony Express would be so
well remembered had not Buffalo Bill so
glamorized it; in common opinion Buffalo Bill
and Pony Express are indissolubly linked.”
A chip off the Frederic Remington block,
Dwight V. Roberts’s oil of a Pony Express rider
offers yet another buckskin blunder.
— Courtesy Heritage Auctions, December 9,
2009 —
Remington would have known of Buffalo Bill’s
Pony Express presentation. He studied the Wild West show cast for his illustration published in Harper’s
Weekly on August 18, 1894. He, like many Americans, undoubtedly saw Buffalo Bill as a buckskin-clad Pony
Express rider on the September 19, 1888, cover of Beadle’s Dime New York Library.
We should forgive Remington for his buckskin suit rider, even as we reshape our world view to imagine one
of these brave souls wearing a skull cap instead of a cowboy hat. After all, without the romance, would we
even remember these Pony Express riders today?

Very interesting WW II Trivia
You might enjoy this from Col D. G. Swinford, USMC, Ret and history buff. You would really have to dig
deep to get this kind of ringside seat to history:
1. The first German serviceman killed in WW II was killed by the Japanese ( China , 1937), the first
American serviceman killed was killed by the Russians ( Finland 1940); highest ranking American killed
was Lt Gen Lesley McNair, killed by the US Army Air Corps. So much for allies.
2. The youngest US serviceman was 12-year old Calvin Graham, USN. He was wounded and given a
Dishonourable Discharge for lying about his age. His benefits were later restored by act of Congress.
3. At the time of Pearl Harbor, the top US Navy command was called CINCUS (pronounced 'sink
us'), the shoulder patch of the US Army's 45th Infantry division was the Swastika, and Hitler's private
train was named 'Amerika.' All three were soon changed for PR purposes.
4. More US servicemen died in the Air Corps than the Marine Corps. While completing the required
30 missions, your chance of being killed was 71%.
5. Generally speaking, there was no such thing as an average fighter pilot. You were either an ace
or a target. For instance, Japanese Ace Hiroyoshi Nishizawa shot down over 80 planes. He died while a
passenger on a cargo plane.
6. It was a common practice on fighter planes to load every 5th round with a tracer round to aid in
aiming. This was a mistake. Tracers had different ballistics so (at long range) if your tracers were hitting
the target 80% of your rounds were missing. Worse yet tracers instantly told your enemy he was under
fire and from which direction. Worst of all was the practice of loading a string of tracers at the end of the
belt to tell you that you were out of ammo. This was definitely not something you wanted to tell the
enemy. Units that stopped using tracers saw their success rate nearly double and their loss rate go
down.
YOU'VE GOT TO LOVE THIS ONE........
7. When allied armies reached the Rhine, the first thing men did was pee in it. This was pretty
universal from the lowest private to Winston Churchill (who made a big show of it) and Gen. Patton
(who had himself photographed in the act).
8. German Me-264 bombers were capable of bombing New York City, but they decided it wasn't
worth the effort.
9. German submarine U-120 was sunk by a malfunctioning toilet.
10. Among the first 'Germans' captured at Normandy were several Koreans. They had been forced
to fight for the Japanese Army until they were captured by the Russians and forced to fight for the
Russian Army until they were captured by the Germans and forced to fight for the German Army until
they were captured by the US Army.
AND THE BEST FOR LAST....
11. Following a massive naval bombardment, 35,000 United States and Canadian troops stormed
ashore at Kiska, in the Aleutian Islands. 21 troops were killed in the assault on the island. It could have
been worse if there had been any Japanese on the island.

